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	Test-Driven Development in Microsoft .NET, 9780735619487 (0735619484), Microsoft Press, 2004
With the clarity and precision intrinsic to the Test-Driven Development (TDD)  process itself, experts James Newkirk, and Alexei Vorontsov demonstrate how to  implement TDD principles and practices to drive lean, efficient coding—and  better design. The best way to understand TDD is to see it in action, and  Newkirk and Vorontsov walk you step by step through TDD and refactoring in an  n-tier, .NET-connected solution. And, as members of the development team for  NUnit, a leading unit-testing framework for Microsoft .NET, the authors can  offer matchless insights on testing in this environment—ultimately making their  expertise your own.

Test first—and drive ambiguity out of the development process:

	Document your code with tests, rather than paper  
	Use test lists to generate explicit requirements and completion criteria  
	Refactor—and improve the design of existing code  
	Alternate programmer tests with customer tests  
	Change how you build UI code—a think layer on top of rigorously tested code  
	Use tests to make small, incremental changes—and minimize the debugging  process  
	Deliver software that verifiable, reliable, and robust 
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Spring Into HTML and CSSAddison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true HTML/CSS mastery!Need to build a web site? Or update  one? Or just create some effective new web content? Maybe you just need to  update your skills, do the job better.Welcome. This book's for you. We'll  leverage what you already know about the web, so you'll go further, faster than  you ever expected. You'll master...

		

Understanding PaaSO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The least understood feature of cloud computing, Platform as a Service (PaaS), is also the most powerful and cost effective. This concise overview shows you why organizations that properly wield PaaS can quickly gain a strong competitive advantage. You’ll learn how PaaS enables developers to pursue low cost R&D projects,...



		

Information Technology and the Networked Economy, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2002
In this text you will explore how information systems are used in business, and, more importantly, how the role of information systems has grown as a result of the telecommunications revolution.    

       About the Author
   
Dr. Patrick McKeown has been at the University of Georgia since 1976. He received his...




	

Killer Game Programming in JavaO'Reilly, 2005
Although the number of commercial Java games is still small  compared to those written in C or C++, the market is expanding rapidly. Recent  updates to Java make it faster and easier to create powerful gaming  applications-particularly Java 3D-is fueling an explosive growth in Java games.  Java games like Puzzle Pirates, Chrome,...


		

Oxide and Nitride Semiconductors: Processing, Properties, and Applications (Advances in Materials Research)Springer, 2009
This is a unique book devoted to the important class of both oxide and nitride semiconductors. It covers processing, properties and applications of ZnO and GaN. The aim of this book is to provide the fundamental and technological issues for both ZnO and GaN. Materials properties, bulk growth, thin and thick films growth, control of polarity and...


		

A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
Sql server 2005 contains features that constitute the biggest
change since the internal server rewrite of SQL Server 7. This is true
from both programmability and data model viewpoints. This chapter
describes SQL Server 2005 in terms of .NET programmability, SQL:1999
compliance, user-defined types (UDTs), and XML integration to...
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